1. Example of the first semester individual study plan (30 ECTS in total)

**General subjects (3 ECTS in total)**

*MA seminar, 3 ECTS*

**Specialisation (27 ECTS in total)**

*Research seminar, 3 ECTS*

Specialisation course:

*Religion and politics* (a course from faculty of theology), 3 ECTS

*Politics of history and memory* (a course from political science), 6 ECTS

*Justice* (philosophy course), 3 ECTS

*Metaethics* (philosophy course), 3 ECTS

*Individual work* (presentation at EFAK X + work on W. Kymlicka’s *Multicultural Odysseys*), 4 ECTS

*Human Rights: Ideas and Problems* (intensive course in Vilnius at Baltic Philosophy Network), 5 ECTS

2. Example of the first semester individual study plan (30 ECTS in total)

**General subjects (6 ECTS in total)**

*MA seminar, 3 ECTS*

*Philosophical methodology, 3 ECTS*

**Specialisation (21 ECTS in total)**

*Research seminar, 3 ECTS*

Specialisation course:

*Artificial Intelligence reading group*, based on K. Frankish & W. M. Ramsey (eds.) "The Cambridge Handbook of Artificial Intelligence" (2014), (342 pages), 3 ECTS

*Reading group* on J. Prinz’s (2004) "Gut Reactions" (272 pages), 3 ECTS

*Individual work*: reading and writing essays on the following materials. 12 ECTS

- M. Jago (2014) "The Impossible: An Essay On Hyperintensionality" (270 pages)
- R. Stalnaker (1987), "Inquiry" (reprint) (5 chapters, 99 pages)
- S. Read (2012) "Relevant Logic: A Philosophical Examination of Inference" (200 pages)
- C. Travis (2011) "Objectivity and the Parochial" (2 articles, 70 pages)
- G. Priest (2001) An Introduction to Non-Classical Logic (5 chapters, 102 pages)
- J. Barwise (1997) Information and Impossibilities (31 pages)

**Optional subjects (3 ECTS in total)**

*Autonomy reading group, 3 ECTS*